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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a method for performance improvement of multi-processor systems cosimulation by reducing synchronization overhead between multiple simulators. To reduce the amount of simulator synchronization, we predict synchronization time points based on a static analysis of application software running on each processor. In the experiments with real embedded systems, we obtained up to orders of magnitude higher performance in cosimulation runtimes.

1 Introduction
One of crucial problems that system designers currently face is validating complex system software (SW) on a system-on-chip (SoC). The difficulty comes from the fact that (1) the SW portion of complex embedded systems begins to dominate system functionality and resources and (2) multi-processor architectures are getting more and more popular [1][2]. To validate the SW portion of an embedded system, in current design practice, cycle-accurate cosimulation with instruction set simulators (ISS’s) is widely adopted.

In cycle-accurate cosimulation of multi-processor embedded systems, one of crucial problems is to reduce synchronization overhead. It results from the fact that multiple ISS’s are involved in the simulation and they should synchronize with each other to achieve cycle accuracy. Especially when interrupts are used for the processor to communicate with other processors or other HW modules [3], which is popular in current multi-processor architectures, the problem gets more severe. In such a case, each ISS should exchange messages with other simulators at every instruction execution to detect the occurrence of interrupt sent to the processor that the ISS is simulating. Such exchange of messages is executed via time-consuming inter-process communication such as Unix socket or shared memory [4]. Thus, the overhead of message exchange can cause a significant degradation in the performance of cycle-accurate cosimulation.

To reduce the synchronization overhead in cycle-accurate cosimulation of multi-processor embedded systems, we propose a cosimulation method based on the analysis of application software running on each processor. The proposed method is improving the cosimulation performance with negligible analysis overhead while preserving the simulation accuracy. Since the proposed method is based on the analysis of application software, it is hard to be applied to HW simulators.

This paper is organized as follows. We review related work in Section 2. We explain the synchronization overhead problem in detail and give an overview of the proposed method in Section 3. We propose a cosimulation method based on SW analysis in Section 4. We present experimental results and conclusion in Section 5 and 6, respectively.

2 Related Work
As a performance improvement method of cycle-accurate cosimulation, Hines and Borriello present a concept called selective focus [5][6][7]. It enables the designer to trade off between performance and accuracy by changing the abstraction levels of communication models during cosimulation run. Liu et. al. present a method that re-uses cycle-accurate simulation results (delay information) of previous simulation runs [8]. For each run of cycle-accurate simulation of SW program running on a processor, its timing delay is stored in a delay cache according to the execution path of the simulated SW program. The stored delay information is re-used, when the same execution path is to be simulated, and in that case, functional simulation of the execution path is performed instead of cycle-accurate simulation. Like the selective focus concept, the method improves the simulation performance by sacrificing simulation accuracy.

To improve the performance of cycle-accurate cosimulation while preserving simulation accuracy, an effective concept called memory image server is used in commercial simulation environments [9]. The basic idea of the concept is that the ISS accesses the external memory model only when it accesses memory area mapped to HW-SW communication. For accesses to the other memory area, the ISS accesses its internal memory model. By doing that, the ISS can eliminate such external memory accesses as instruction fetching, accesses to local memory area, etc. However, the memory image server concept cannot reduce the synchronization overhead to detect the occurrence of interrupt. In commercial tools, a practical solution is requesting the designer to provide them with timing information such as the time interval of no interrupt occurrence. However, outside of the time interval, ISS’s should synchronize with other simulators at every system clock or every instruction execution to detect the occurrence of interrupt.

To reduce synchronization overhead of interrupt detection, Yoo and Choi present optimistic simulation approaches [10][11][12]. They are effective in reducing the synchronization overhead, especially in geographically distributed cosimulation. However, one drawback of their approaches is a compatibility problem with commercial simulators since few commercial simulators support optimistic simulation features (i.e. state saving and restoration) [13][14].

In this paper, we present a method to reduce the synchronization overhead without sacrificing simulation accuracy. Moreover since the SW program analysis used in the method is based on conventional SW program analysis [15] and graph theory [16], for the
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Since synchronization is performed in a lock step manner, we call such synchronization lock-step synchronization. Such multiple simulator synchronization causes frequent inter-process communications each of which is very time-consuming, thereby resulting in a significant degradation in cosimulation performance.

3 Problem and Solution Overview

3.1 Synchronization Overhead Problem

Figure 1 (a) shows an example of dual-processor target architecture. We assume that inter-processor communication (IPC) from one processor to the other is initiated by an access from one processor to memory area mapped to IPC (we call it IPC memory area). To notify the initiation of IPC, an interrupt is issued to the other processor through the communication network (e.g. point-to-point communication channel [17], shared bus communication channel with dedicated interrupt logic [3], etc). Figure 1 (b) shows an example of simulator synchronization. In cycle-accurate cosimulation, three simulators (two ISS’s and one for the communication network) are assumed to be involved. Since interrupt is used for IPC, to detect the occurrence of interrupt, ISS’s exchange messages (horizontal arrows in the figure) with the simulator of communication network (Com) at every system clock tick (vertical arrow in the figure). Since synchronization is performed in a lock step manner, we call such synchronization lock-step synchronization. Such multiple simulator synchronization causes frequent inter-process communications each of which is very time-consuming, thereby resulting in a significant degradation in cosimulation performance.

3.2 Solution Overview

One effective way of reducing the synchronization overhead is to reduce the number of messages exchanged between simulators for the synchronization. To do that, each ISS should know the time points when interrupts arrive at the processor that it is simulating. If it is possible, the ISS has only to synchronize with other simulators at such time points and at the time points when it makes external memory accesses. However, since interrupt is assumed to be triggered by a memory access of another processor, an ISS cannot tell exactly when such a memory access is executed by another processor. Thus, each ISS should notify other ISS’s of its (predicted) time point of memory access for IPC. To do that, each simulator should be able to predict the time points when it makes memory accesses to IPC memory area.

In this paper, we present a prediction method based on instruction-level analysis of application SW. The method gives pessimistic prediction at every instruction, i.e. the minimum execution time among those from the present instruction of application SW to all memory instructions accessing IPC memory area.

For the prediction, we first calculate (1) minimum instruction execution time of each instruction and (2) minimum basic block execution times. Then we run Dijkstra’s algorithm to compute the execution time from each instruction to the nearest memory instructions accessing IPC memory area. Those steps are done in each ISS before cosimulation starts. During cosimulation, each ISS notifies other simulators of the predicted execution times so that they can predict the time point of interrupt arrival. For multiple simulator synchronization, we modify an algorithm of conventional conservative distributed simulation [18].

4 Cosimulation based on SW analysis

In this section, we present the prediction method and the algorithm for multiple simulator synchronization.

4.1 Prediction based on SW analysis

4.1.1 Terminology and Assumptions

Before we describe the method, we define our terminology.

- **IPC memory access instruction**: Assembly instruction that accesses IPC memory area.
- **Minimum instruction execution time (MIET)**: The minimum time delay of an instruction execution.
- **Basic block**: A sequence of instructions with single entry point, single exit point, and no internal branch.
- **B(I)**: The basic block to which instruction I belongs.
- **Minimum basic block execution time (MBET)**: Sum of MIET’s of all the instructions in the basic block.
- **Basic block graph, BBG(BB, E, W)**: A directed graph with nodes (basic blocks) and edges (dependency between basic blocks).
- **BB** is the set of basic blocks and **E** is the set of edges. The weight of each edge is the MBET of the source node of the edge. That is, \( w_{ij} = MBET(n_i) \) for \( e_{ij} \), where \( w_{ij} \) is the weight of the edge \( e_{ij} \) between source node \( n_i \) and destination node \( n_j \) and MBET(\( n_i \)) is MBET of node \( n_i \). W is the set of weights.
- **IMA node (** **N** **I** **M** **A** **A** **)**: A node (i.e. basic block) that contains one or more **T** **I** **M** **A**’s.
- **T** **I** **M** **A** (**I**): Minimum execution time from instruction I to the nearest **T** **M** **A**.
- **T** **I** **M** **A** (**I**): Minimum execution time from the entry point of **B** (**I**) to the entry point of basic block of the nearest **T** **M** **A**.

We have the following two assumptions. Assumption 4.1 is already given in Section 3. We re-state it in this section for better reference.

**Assumption 4.1** Inter-processor communication (IPC) from one processor to the other is initiated by an access (mostly, write operation) to IPC memory area.

**Assumption 4.2** The time delay from the start to the completion of IPC can be given in a time interval \([N_{\text{min}}, N_{\text{max}}]\).

Assumption 4.2 can apply to most of multi-processor communication architectures such as point-to-point communication architectures [17], shared bus architectures with dedicated interrupt logic [3], and conventional multi-processor architectures [19]. For instance, in the case of shared bus architecture, \( N_{\text{max}} \) can be the maximum delay of shared bus access considering bus contention and interrupt logic operation.

\(1\) We use two terms, node and basic block, interchangeably.
4.1.2 Intra-Basic Block Analysis

First, MIET of each instruction is calculated. In modern pipeline architectures of processor, MIET of single-cycle instruction is a single cycle. For multi-cycle instructions, we can consider two types of MIET estimation: static and dynamic. Static estimation of MIET can be applied to multi-cycle instructions such as multiple data transfer (multiple load, store, etc) instructions or instructions that have the program counter as an operand [20], where the number of execution cycles can be determined statically. For the instructions (e.g. multiply instruction using a booth multiplier) whose execution delay is determined dynamically (e.g. determined by the values of operands during the program execution), we set MIET of such an instruction to the minimum value (i.e. a single cycle).

Figure 2 (a) shows an example of assembly code of ARM7 processor [20]. In Figure 2 (b), each instruction is given its MIET (a number on the right of each instruction). In the figure, each label corresponds to a basic block. MBET is the sum of MIET’s in the basic block. For instance, basic block A has 5 as its MBET. In Figure 3 (a), we assume that the instruction located at 0x30, "str $r0, [$r13, #8]" is an $I_{MA}$.

4.1.3 Inter-Basic Block Analysis

After intra-basic block analysis, we build a basic block graph, BBG (BB, E, W). Figure 3 (a) shows an example of basic block graph obtained from the code example in Figure 2 (a). Note that the weight on each edge corresponds to the MBET of the edge’s source node. For instance, two edges going out of node A have 5 as their weights since the MBET of node A is 5. In the figure, node E is an $N_{IMA}$ since it has an $I_{MA}$.

To calculate the minimum execution time ($T^{I_{21}}(I)$) from any instruction $I$ to the nearest $T^{I_{MA}}$, we first calculate the minimum execution time ($T^{N_{2N}}(I)$) from the entry point of the basic block (B($I$)) of instruction $I$ to all the entry points of IMA nodes. Calculation of $T^{N_{2N}}(I)$ corresponds to the shortest path calculation in the BBG. Since the number of destination nodes is usually much less than that of source nodes, it is easier to compute the shortest paths from the destination nodes to the source nodes. Therefore, we construct another graph called rBBG(BB, rE, W) by reversing the direction of each edge in the BBG. Figure 3 (b) shows an example of rBBG obtained from the BBG in Figure 3 (a). To calculate the shortest path from an $N_{IMA}$ to every node (the entry points) in the rBBG, we apply Dijkstra’s algorithm [16].

Figure 4 (a) shows the result of applying Dijkstra’s algorithm to the rBBG in Figure 3 (b). In the figure, each node is given the length of shortest path, i.e. $T^{N_{2N}}$. Note that node C is given infinity (∞) since there is no execution path from node C to the $N_{IMA}$.

Then, for each instruction $I$, we calculate $T^{I_{21}}(I)$ as follows.

\[
T^{I_{21}}(I) = T^{N_{2N}}(I) - \sum_{J \in B(I), J \geq I} \text{MIET}(J) + \sum_{J \in N_{IMA}, J \geq I} \text{MIET}(J)
\]

where the relation $J > I$ ($J \geq I$) represents a control dependency between two instructions $I$ and $J$, i.e. instruction $J$ is executed earlier than (or at the same time with) instruction I. Figure 4 (b) shows the result of calculating $T^{I_{21}}(I)$ for the example. In the figure, the third column corresponds to $T^{I_{21}}(I)$’s. For instance, instruction at 0x4 has $T^{I_{21}}(I) = 8 - 2 + 1 = 7$.

Dijkstra’s algorithm calculates the shortest path from a single source node to each node in a directed graph. In our case, since we have only to run Dijkstra’s algorithm with each $N_{IMA}$ as the source node, the complexity of applying Dijkstra’s algorithm is $O(N^2) \cdot M$, where $N$ and $M$ are the number of basic blocks and the number of $N_{IMA}$’s, respectively (depending on the implementation of the Dijkstra’s algorithm, the complexity can be slightly different). As shown in our experiments, the runtime overhead of static analysis is negligible.

4.2 Multiple simulator synchronization

A basic principle of multiple simulator synchronization is that the next pessimistic synchronization time point ($T^{PSync}$) is determined to be the lower bound of the time when the next $T^{IMA}$ starts its execution. It is given by
\begin{equation}
T^{\text{sync}} = \text{curr\_time} + \min_{i \in \text{set of ISS's}} T^{D2i}(\text{curr\_inst}(i))
\end{equation}

where curr\_time is the globally synchronized time and curr\_inst(i) is the instruction to be executed currently in ISS i. In terms of implementing multiple simulator synchronization, there can be two ways of $T^{\text{sync}}$ calculation: centralized or distributed calculation. In the centralized calculation, ISS's send their prediction values ($T^{D2i}(\text{curr\_inst}(i))$) to the central synchronization server (in practice, the simulator of communication network can be the central server) and the central server calculates $T^{\text{sync}}$ and distributes it to each ISS. In the distributed calculation, each ISS calculates $T^{\text{sync}}$ after receiving all the prediction values from the other ISS's. In this paper, we explain synchronization with the centralized calculation.

Figure 5 shows an example of multiple simulator synchronization where ISS A and B are involved. We assume that the communication between the two processors takes between 2 (minimum delay) and 4 (maximum delay) time units, i.e. ND$_{min}$ = 2 and ND$_{max}$ = 4. We also assume that, at time 0, ISS A sends $T^{D21}(\text{curr\_inst}(A)) = 3$ (already calculated during the static analysis) and ISS B sends $T^{D21}(\text{curr\_inst}(B)) = 6$ to the simulator of communication network (Com) which acts as the synchronization server. Com determines time 3 as $T^{\text{sync}}$ and sends the value to the two ISS's. They proceed simulation without synchronization until time 3.

At time 3, ISS A executes an $T^{\text{IMA}}$ and sends to Com the information that it starts executing an $T^{\text{IMA}}$. Since ISS A starts execution of $T^{\text{IMA}}$ at time 3 and the minimum network delay (ND$_{min}$) is 2, ISS B can receive an interrupt at the earliest at time 5 (= 3+2). Since ISS B still has 6, its previous prediction value, Com determines time 5 as $T^{\text{sync}}$. Therefore, simulators do not synchronize with each other until time 5.

Note that, during the time interval [5, 7], lock-step synchronization should be performed between Com and each ISS since the communication network is assumed to have minimum 2 time unit and maximum 4 time unit delay of interrupt trigger operation and it can trigger an interrupt to a processor during the time interval [3,2, 3+4]. We call such an interval lock-step synchronization interval. Figure 5 shows a lock-step synchronization interval (dashed rectangle). Note that each $T^{\text{IMA}}$ execution is assigned a lock-step synchronization interval. At the end of the time interval - at time 7 in our example - ISS A sends $T^{D21}(\text{curr\_inst}(A)) = 10$ and ISS B sends $T^{D21}(\text{curr\_inst}(B)) = 15$ to Com. In this case, Com determines time 17 (=7+10 < 7+15) as $T^{\text{sync}}$. Until $T^{\text{sync}}$, simulators proceed without synchronization. Simulation continues in this way.

\begin{table}
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{ISS 1} & \textbf{ISS 2} \\
\hline
\textbf{No. BB's} & \textbf{Code size} & \textbf{No. BB's} & \textbf{Code size} \\
\hline
Config1 & 923 & 16 KB & 443 & 11 KB \\
Config2 & 125 & 5 KB & 170 & 5 KB \\
JPEG & 426 & 10 KB & 44 & 0.46 KB \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Statistics of system examples.}
\end{table}

In Figure 6, a pseudo code of centralized calculation of $T^{\text{sync}}$. In the figure, $T^{\text{lock-step}}[i]$ ($T^{\text{lock-step}}[i]$) is the start (finish) time point of lock-step synchronization interval related with the j-th $T^{\text{IMA}}$ execution. From line 5 to 8, if there is a new $T^{\text{IMA}}$ execution, a new lock-step synchronization interval is assigned to the $T^{\text{IMA}}$ execution. At any time point, whether it is in a lock-step synchronization interval or not can be determined by the conditionals in line 10 and 11. Note also that $T^{\text{sync}}$ is determined by the minimum of (time + $T^{\text{D2i}}$)'s and $T^{\text{lock-step}}$'s (which are later than the current time) as shown in line 14. Function $\text{time\_advance}()$ is called at every time tick in the synchronization server.

5 Experiments and Discussion

We apply the co-simulation method to two embedded systems: an IS-95 CDMA cellular phone system [21][22] and a JPEG encoder system [23]. As the ISS, we use a commercial ISS of ARM processor called ARMulator [24]. As the simulator of communication network (Com), we use our own cycle-based simulator. In our implementation, Com plays the role of central synchronization server.

The IS-95 system consists of four modules: voice encoder and decoder and CDMA modem transmitter and receiver. In our experiments, we performed co-simulation for the voice receiving path, i.e. CDMA modem receiver and voice decoder. We have three types of simulator configuration for the IS-95 system. In the first simulator configuration (Config1), we use two ISS's (one for a part of voice decoder and the other for the remaining part of voice decoder). In the second configuration (Config2), we simulate the CDMA modem receiver and modem decoder. In the third configuration (Config3), we run four ISS's (each ISS runs one of four parts used in Config1 and Config2). In the case of JPEG encoder system, we run two ISS's (one for discrete cosine transformation and the other for the remaining part of JPEG system).

Table 1 shows the statistics of SW programs running on each ISS. In the table, the case of Config3 is not shown since the four SW programs in Config1 and Config2 are used in the case. Table 2 shows the simulation results in the case of uni-processor co-simulation on a SUN UltraSPARC (167Mhz, 320MB). Table 3 shows...
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Table 2: Comparison of simulation results in the case of uni-processor cosimulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lock-step</th>
<th>No. msg's</th>
<th>Runtime (sec)</th>
<th>Overhead</th>
<th>Overhead ratio</th>
<th>Reduction in no. msg's</th>
<th>Runtime speedup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Config1</td>
<td>3,439,518</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>558,596</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Config2</td>
<td>5,495,650</td>
<td>692</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>108,770</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Config3</td>
<td>12,613,600</td>
<td>1,509</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1,259,480</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPEG</td>
<td>10,918,294</td>
<td>1,143</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>267,594</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Comparison of simulation results in the case of dual-processor cosimulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lock-step</th>
<th>No. msg's</th>
<th>Runtime (sec)</th>
<th>Overhead</th>
<th>Overhead ratio</th>
<th>Reduction in no. msg's</th>
<th>Runtime speedup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Config1</td>
<td>3,439,518</td>
<td>2,786</td>
<td>457</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>558,596</td>
<td>0.09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Config2</td>
<td>5,495,650</td>
<td>4,390</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>108,770</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Config3</td>
<td>12,613,600</td>
<td>3,932</td>
<td>403</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1,259,480</td>
<td>0.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPEG</td>
<td>10,918,294</td>
<td>8,445</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>267,594</td>
<td>0.06%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the simulation results in the case of dual-processor cosimulation on two workstations (SUN UltraSPARC, 167Mhz, 320MB and SUN UltraSPARC, 200Mhz, 1GB). In the experiments, we assumed that the communication delay is one cycle (i.e. equivalent to the delay of a fast point-to-point communication channel).

As the tables show, we obtained up to orders of magnitude higher performance in cosimulation runtimes by reducing significantly the number of inter-process messages (up to 98%) with negligible runtime overhead (≤ 0.9%). Note that for Config1, the reduction of the number of messages is relatively small. It is because the vocoder consists of many small loops. In the proposed method, we use the shortest path algorithm to estimate the minimum execution time to the IMA node and assume that loops are executed only once for the estimation of the shortest execution time. Therefore, in Config1, the estimated minimum execution times can fall short of the real minimum execution times more frequently than in other configurations.

In the case that network delay is difficult to be given as an interval or another HW simulator(s) is involved in cosimulation, it will be hard to obtain improvement by applying our method directly. One way to get around is (1) to apply the proposed method to the synchronization in a cluster of simulators where ISS’s and the communication network simulator satisfy the two assumptions (Assumption 4.1 and 4.2) and (2) for the designer to specify regions in the SW and HW where no interrupt occurs, which is the strategy taken by commercial tools such as Seamless CVE [9].

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a method to improve the cosimulation performance of multi-processor embedded systems. The method achieves the performance improvement by reducing simulator synchronization overhead. To do that, before cosimulation run, a static analysis of application software is applied to predict simulator synchronization time points. We applied the method to the cosimulation of practical embedded systems and obtained up to orders of magnitude higher performance in cosimulation runtimes.
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